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RESULTS and DISCUSSION The deposition rate in the parallel
configuration was about 0.1 nm/min for 100 mA ring current. The
deposition rate in the perpendicular configuration was about four to six
tj.nes larger than that in the parallel configuration, and increased with
bias application.

Figure I shows the edge profile of the filrn deposited at the no
bias state by the SR beam passing through a I mn diameter orifice in the
perpendicular configuration. It is clear that the observed edge profile
is close to the edge profile (CalC. (SUnf.)) of the beam intensity
distribution calculated from the Fresnel diffraction equation rather than
the edge profile (CALC. (CeS;) of the deposition pattern calculated from
arriving probability of active species to the surface (2). The
temperature rise due to SR beam irradiation was negllgible. These results
indicate that, in the perpendicular configuraEion, the surface phase
decomposition induced by SR lrradiatj.on is a main process in the
deposition at the no bias state.

Hydrogen content of the deposited films lrere evaluated by the the
infrared absorption spectroscopy. No absorption peak corresponding to N-H
bonds was observed in any of the samples. From the observed absorption
band areas of Si-H stretching vibration and its reported value of the
absorption cross section, the total amount of bonded hydrogen contained
in the fihn were calculated (3) and shown in Table 1. The hydrogen
content in the present filur forned at the no biasrgtatee(Sanp1e no.1) is
somewhat smaller than the reported value (-1.6 xLTtt 

"ro-t f or the f il-m of
N/si=l.1) of the plasma-CVD lit* produced from the siH4+N2 gas mixrure ar
T^=200oC (4).D FurLhermore, it hras found that there exists a certain relationship
between amounts of Si-H bonds and the film composition (N/Si) deterrnined
by Auger electron spectroscopyr 8s shown in Fig 2. The hydrogen content
decreases with increase of the N/Si.

Dependence of the hydrogen content and the N/Si on applied bias was
measured within a low bias range of 0 to 30 V. It was found that bias
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INTRODUCTION In a usual photo chemical vapor deposition (CVD) , Si_N.,H-
r@ucedfromasitt,+NH"gassystem.Ontheotherhand,ifrtn6
synchrotron radlation (Sn1-ex-citdd CVD, Si.,N.,H- f ilms can be deposited
from a SiH/+N, gas system, which is the idfaf Starting material for the
fabricatiori' oT ultra cLean Si--N--H- f itrns. This gas system is aLso
attractive from the view point 6fl forering the hydiogen tontent, which
severely affects the filn properties. In the present work, the deposi.tion
mechanisms of Si--N--H- f ilms in SR-excited CVD and the dependence of
hydrogen content dtrya8position conditions hrere lnvestigated.

EXPERIMENTS. Experiments hrere conducted in the beam l-ine BL-IC at the
KEK Photd-Factory (1). Source gases hrere LOO1Z SiH/ and No. The storage
ring current during the experiments was 90'v230 rnA. Substrate temperature
(T.) $ras 190+15 oC. The positive d. c. voltage was applled to the
elEctrode, which was set parallel to the grounded substrate. Two types of
substraEe configurati,.ons, i.e. perpendicular and parallel to the SR beam,
were tested.
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application has ltttle effect on the N/Si, but lncreases the hydrogen
content as shown in Fig. 3. It was confirmed by quadrupoLe mass filter
rDeasurements that a large amount of hydrogen ions were generated in gas
phase. Incorporat.ion of these hydrogen ions into the f ilns night be
enhanced by bias application,

In conclusion, it was shown that surface phase deconposition
induced by SR irradiation is a maJ.n process in the deposition of Si__N__It_

fiLns at the no bias state in th; perpendlcular configuration.* iltr3
hydrogen content in.the filns decreases as the N/Si increases. Low bias
applicatton increases the hydrogen content with littl-e change of the
N/S1.
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Table 1. Deposition conditions.
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Al1 sarnples $tere formed in a
perpendicular conf iguration.
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Fig.3 Dependence of hydrogen contenf
and film comPosition on
applied bias.
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